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The receptacle of the present invention is 
Ornamented and attractive in appearance and 
for use in both its open and closed condition. 
One face of it may include a plate nade of ma 
terial pervious to light in whole or in part. With 
this may be associated a device which underlies 
the pervious plate and which has a reflecting 
Surface to Cause light striking and passing 
through the ornamented pervious plate to be re 
flected outward through the plate. Preferably 
the reflecting plate Will be arranged so that it 
may be removed from the ornamental plate in 
the Open position so that when the device is 
Open light may pass through the ornamented 
plate Which may be plainly wisible. The light 
passing through the Ornamented plate may in 
Crease the brilliancy and effectiveness of the 
Ornamentation. 
In the accompanying drawing is illustrated a 

preferred form of the invention as applied to a, 
compact. Figure 1 is a plan view showing the 
Ornamented element. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal 
vertical section through the dewice in closed po 
sition and Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing 
the device in ful open position. 
The receptacle consists of two members 9 

and hinged together at 2 and provided with 
a, fastening dewice i3 for holding them closed. 
The member which may be referred to as the 
botton of the Compact is ilustrated as provided 
With receptacles 4 and 15 for holding cosmetics 
Or the like. The Other member 9 of the recep 
tacle consists of a frame 6 in which is held an 
ornamented plate I. AS illustrated the orna 
mented plate fT consists of a sheet : 8 of Cel 
luloid or Other Suitable material Which may be 
transparent Oir translucent. The term pervious 
to light Will be employed herein as including 
both transiucent and transparent materials. 
The Sheet 8 Inay have Sunken into its top Or 
bottom Surface or both metal plates 9. Pref 
erably the plates t9 Will be perforated or pro 
vided with apertures suitably arranged to forn 
a desired Ornament. The Celluloid plate 8 may 
be colored throughout its surface or it may be 
partially colored. It may be of a single Color Or 
diferent parts of it may be of diferent Colors SO 
that the contrasting or wariation of Color may 
combine With the plate or plates i 9 to produce 
a desired ornamental effect. The effect thus 
produced may be somewhat similar to that pro 
duced by painted or stained leaded glass win 
dows in Churches. 
A bezel 20 may be held in the member 10 by 

insertion under the inwardly projecting hinge i2 

(CI, 220-1) 
at one end. A lip 2! at the other end of the 
member 6 may overlie and hold in place the 
bezel 20. A Spring hinge 22 is ilustrated on the 
bezel at its side opposite the hinge f3. Carried 
by the spring hinge 22 is a mirror 23 or other 
polished reflecting surface. For this purpose a. 
polished piece of stainless steel is suitable and 
desirable. Preferably the plate 23 is large 
enough to cover the entire area of the bezel 20 
and in normal closed position the plate 23 un 
derlies the plate iT so that when the receptacle 
is closed some of the light striking the plate T 
passes through it and on reaching the reflecting 
Surface of the plate 23 is reflected back through 
tile plate thus increasing and enhancing the 
Ornamental effect. In general this may give to 
the plate the appearance and effect of a jew 
eled plate, the warious portions of the plate fT 
being colored to simulate jewels or other orna 
mental effects. Between the plate 23 and the 
plate 18 there may be kept a cosmetic padi 24. 
This is not essential but may be a convenience. 
The pad 24 When present is preferably much 
Smaller in area than the plate 23 so that the 
presence of the pad Will not eliminate entirely 
the reflection of the plate 23. The plate 23 is 
Carried by the Spring hinge 22 in Such a Way that 
the plate is biased to extend outwardly as ilus 
trated in Fig. 3 and preferably no catch is pro 
vided to hold the plate 23 in its inward position 
indicated in Fig. 2. When the device is to be 
Closed the plate 23 may be turned manually and 
held in its closed position While the receptacle is 
Closed. Release of the Catch 3 thus causes the 
receptacle to open on the hinge 2 which may 
also be a spring hinge biased to force the recep 
tacle to Open position. As the receptacle opens 
the member : 0 assumes more or less the posi 
tion indicated in Fig. 3 and the plate 23 goes to 
its full extended position as indicated in Fig. 3. 
In this position for normal use the conpact 
may be held in the hand and normally Will be 
held with the back of the reflecting plate 23 
toward the light. In this position the light wil 
stream through the plate : 7 and tend to illumi 
nate and increase the briliance and attractive 
ness of the plate . Thus there is produced an 
economical, convenient compact which may be 
Small and thin and at the same time is orna 
mental, attractive and pleasant to use in the 
Open position as Wel as in the Closed position. 
The invention may be embodied in forms and 

materials other than those indicated for the 
purpose of illustrating and disclosing the inven 
tion. 
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I claim: 
1. A receptacle comprising two members hinged 

together at One side, one member consisting of a 
frame, an ornamental plate pervious to light ini 
the frame and exposed to view on both sides in 
the Open position of the receptacle, a bezel in the 
frame, a member having a reflecting surface, a 
Spring hinge connecting the reflecting member to 
the bezel at the side opposite the first inentioned 
hinge With the reflecting side toward the orna 
mental plate in the closed position so that when 
the receptacle is open the reflecting member is 
removed from the ornamental plate and exposes 
it to VieW. 

2. A receptacle comprising two members hinged 
together at one side, one member consisting of a 
frame, an ornamental plate pervious to light in 
the frame and exposed to view on both sides, a 
bezel in the frame, a member having a reflecting 
Surface, a spring hinge connecting the reflecting 
member to the bezel at the Side opposite the first 
mentioned hinge With the reflecting Side toward 
the Ornamental plate so that when the receptacle 
is Open the reflecting member is renoved from 
the Ornamental plate and exposes it to View and 
aloWS light to pass through the translucent plate. 

3. A receptacle comprising tWO members hinged 
together at One side, One member consisting of a 
frame, an Ornamental plate pervious to light in 
the frame and exposed to view on both sides, a 
bezel in the frane, a member having a reflecting 
Surface, a spring hinge connecting the reflecting 
member to the bezel at the Side opposite the first 
mentioned hinge With the reflecting side toward 
the Ornamental plate so that When the receptacle 
is Open the reflecting member is remoWed from 
the Ornamental plate and exposes it to View and 
allows light to pass through the translucent plate 
and When the receptacle is closed the reflecting 
member reflects light through the translucent 
plate. 

4. A receptacle Comprising tWO members 
hinged together at One Side, One member con 
sisting of a frame, an Ornamental plate in the 
frame perVious to light and exposed to View On 
both Sides, a member haWing a reflecting surfacc, 
a, Spring hinge Connecting the reflecting member 
to the frame at the Side opposite the first men 
tioned hinge with the reflecting Side toward the 
ornamental plate so that When the receptacle is 
open the reflecting member is removed from the 
ornamental plate and exposes it to View. 

5. A receptacle conprising two members hinged 
together at One side, one member consisting of a. 
frame, an ornamental plate pervious to light in 
the frame and exposed to View on both sides, a 
member hawing a refecting Surface, a Spring 
hinge Connecting the reflecting member to the 
frame at the Side Opposite the first mentioned 
hinge With the reflecting Side to Ward the Orna 
mental plate but biased to remove the reflecting 
member from the plate. 

6. A receptacle comprising two members hinged 
together at One Side, one member consisting of a 
frame, an ornamental plate in the frame pervious 
to light and exposed to VieW on both sides, a 
member hawing a reflecting Surface, a Spring 
hinge connecting the reflecting member to the 
frame at the side opposite the first mentioned 

2,161,715 
hinge, means for holding the receptacle closed 
with the reflecting member covering the plate 
and its reflecting Surface facing the plate, the 
Spring hinge being biased to remove the reflect 
ing member from the plate in open position. 

7. A receptacle comprising two membershingedi 
together at One side, one member carrying cos 
metics, the second member consisting of a frame, 
an Ornamental plate pervious to light in the 
frame and exposed to View On both Sides, a mem 
ber having a reflecting surface, a spring hinge 
Connecting the reflecting member to the frame 
at the side opposite the first mentioned hinge 
With the reflecting side toward the ornamental 
plate, means for holding the receptacle closed 
with the reflecting member covering the plate, 
the Spring hinge being biased to remove the re 
flecting member from the plate. 

8. A receptacle Comprising two membershinged 
together at one side, one member consisting of a. 
frame, an ornamental plate pervious to light in 
the frame and exposed to View on both Sides 
When the receptacle is Open, and a member haw 
ing a reflecting Surface lying under the plate to 
reflect light through the plate When the recep 
tacle is closed, and means to hold the reflecting 
Surface a Way from the plate When the receptacle 
is Open. 

9. Areceptacle comprising two memberS hinged 
together at One Side, One member consisting of a 
frame, an Ornamental plate pervious to light in 
the frame and exposed to View on both Sides 
When the receptacle is Open, a member hawing a 
reflecting surface lying under the plate to reflect 
light through the plate Winen the receptacle is 
closed and means When the receptacle is opened 
to move the member hawing a Teflecting surface 
to expose it and the plate to View and allow light 
to paSS through the plate. a. 

10. A receptacle comprising two members 
hinged together at One Side, One member consist 
ing of a frame, an ornamental plate in the frame 
pervious to light and exposed to view on both 
sides, a bezel in the frame having One edge under 
the hinge, a lip on the other side of the frame 
turned in and Over the bezel, a Spring hinge on 
the bezel adjacent the lip, a reflecting member 
carried by the Spring hinge and biased to expose 
the plate, and means for holding the receptacle 
closed and the reflecting member across the plate. 

11. A receptacle conprising two members 
hinged together at one side, in one member a 
Celluloid plate into which is embedded a metal 
reinforcing plate provided with Openings form 
ing an ornanent and exposed to view on both 
Sides and pervious to light When the receptacle 
is open, and a member having a reflecting surface 
lying under the plate to reflect light through the 
plate when the receptacle is closed, and means 
to hold the reflecting Surface away from the plate 
When the receptacle is Open. 

12. A receptacle comprising two members 
hinged together to Open and shut, One member 
being ornamental and perwious to light, and a 
hinged member having a reflecting Surface fac 
ing toward Said Ornamental member and adapted 
to be moved adjacent thereto whereby light may 
be reflected through the Ornamental plate. 
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